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Recently there has been considerable progress on the analysis of stability
and performance properties of so-called economic Nonlinear Model Predictive
Control (nmpc) schemes; i.e. nmpc schemes employing stage costs that are
not directly related to distance measures of pre-computed setpoints. At the
same time, with respect to the energy transition, the use of nmpc schemes is
proposed and investigated in a plethora of papers in different contexts. For
example receding-horizon approaches to generator dispatch problems, which
is also known as multi-stage Optimal Power Flow (opf), naturally lead to
economic nmpc schemes based on non-convex discrete-time Optimal Control
Problems (ocp). The present paper investigates the transfer of analytic re-
sults available for general economic nmpc schemes to receding-horizon multi-
stage opf. We propose a blueprint formulation of multi-stage opf including
ac power flow equations. Based on this formulation we present results on
the dissipativity and recursive feasibility properties of the underlying ocp.
Finally, we draw upon simulations using a 5 bus system and a 118 bus system
to illustrate our findings.
Keywords: Model predictive control, dissipativity, power systems, dynamic optimal power
flow, economic generator dispatch
1 Introduction
Recently, there has been considerable research progress in analyzing so-called economic
Nonlinear Model Predictive Control (nmpc) schemes based on (system-theoretic) dissi-
pativity assumptions. The appealing promise of economic nmpc is that the considered
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stage cost does not need to be related to the distance to specific setpoint as in stabi-
lizing nmpc [27, 37, 45]. Rather economic nmpc allows considering quite generic stage
costs. While the early works on economic nmpc [5, 14] rely on specific dissipation in-
equalities and terminal constraints, it has also been analyzed under which conditions
economic nmpc without terminal constraints yields practical asymptotic stability of the
discrete-time closed loop [30], respectively, practical convergence for the continuous-time
counterpart [16]. The crucial observation is that the underlying dissipation inequality—
which relates the stage cost of the Optimal Control Problem (ocp) with the underlying
dynamic system—induces a so-called turnpike property in the open-loop ocp solution,
see e.g. [19, 25]. Indeed one can also exploit the turnpike property to enforce asymptotic
stability without (primal) terminal constraints by considering an end penalty which in-
duces a dual/adjoint terminal constraint [20, 60]. Actually one may claim that in the
nominal time-invariant setting there exists a mature understanding of dissipativity-based
approaches to economic nmpc; we refer to [18] for a recent and comprehensive literature
review.
In power systems research discrete-time ocps occur in generator dispatch problems
under the label multi-stage Optimal Power Flow (opf).1 In multi-stage opf the aim is
to minimize the (monetary) cost of active power generation while satisfying the physi-
cal laws of the underlying grid (power flow equations) and operational constraints like
generator limits, voltage bounds and line limits, see [17, 21, 22, 24]. The main challenge
of opf problems is twofold: practically relevant grid models can easily comprise several
hundreds to thousands of nodes and the power flow equations constitute a set of nonlin-
ear equality constraints. In the past, most opf problems (sometimes also called economic
dispatch problems in case of simplified grid models) have been considered decoupled in
time (i.e. single stage) as the influence of available storage (pumped-hydro plants etc.)
has been negligible. Nowadays, the volatility of renewable energy production induces
challenges for efficient energy system operation; e.g. violations of generator ramp limits
imply the need to investigate novel control strategies. Moreover, the amount of energy
storage present in the grid in various forms (batteries, electric vehicles, thermal storage)
is increasing rapidly. Hence, there is a need to investigate time-coupled multi-stage opf
problems and nmpc solutions thereof.
There exists a plethora of papers and results on discrete-time optimal control and on
model predictive control of power and energy systems. In general one can distinguish
two main lines of research on mpc for power systems:
1. mpc for tenergy management, generator dispatch, etc.u using price-based objec-
tives and considering rather slow time-scales (15 minutes – 1 hour);
2. and mpc targeting voltage and frequency stabilization on rather fast time-scales
(a few seconds).
As for large grids opf problems are already challenging in the single-stage case, early
1Note that there is no unified notion for these problems. In the literature these problems are also
referred to as dynamic optimal power flow [59], time-constrained optimal power flow [38] or dynamic
economic dispatch[47], see [21, 22, 24] for tutorial introductions on opf problems.
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works on multi-stage opf usually consider linearized grid physics (i.e. dc power flow
equations) at the cost of losing reactive power and voltage information. For example [47,
57] use generator ramp constraints and solve multi-stage opf via dynamic programming,
while Lagrangian relaxation techniques for time-wise decomposition are employed in [9].
Triggered by the need of handling voltage and reactive power injection limits, follow-up
works consider the full ac grid model including the highly nonlinear power flow equations
[13, 43, 44]. A similar approach is used in [34], where a hierarchical mpc scheme is
used for EV charging and concurrent frequency control; in [50] a three-layer scheme
considering transmission planning, power dispatch and frequency regulation is proposed.
A recent review on dispatch via multi-stage opf can be found in [58]. Economic mpc for
multi-energy systems (considering thermal energy) including storage can be found in [7,
48]. Furthermore, multi-stage opf can be used for cost-optimal energy management of
microgrids based on price signals using a linearized dc model [12]. While [6] discusses the
effect of uncertain forecasts on storage scheduling, a distributed approach to scheduling
is suggested in [11]. The recent paper [39] considers mpc for storage scheduling in high-
voltage grids. Stochastic economic nmpc of micro-girds is proposed in [51]. An approach
to combined frequency regulation and economic dispatch via economic mpc, including
stability analysis, with dc grid models is presented in [35].
With respect to branch (ii) several works [32, 33, 46, 62] consider voltage or frequency
stabilization; frequency control and automatic generation control[52] as well as the use
of quadratic stability constraints ensuring stability (which lead to state path constraints
instead of terminal constraints)[49] have been investigated. Approaches to consider
voltage control via minimizing the absolute value of total reactive power injection are
presented in [62]. A hierarchical economic mpc scheme considering generator cost and
electricity prices for power from an upper grid level is proposed in [31]. In [8] a multi-
stage voltage control scheme for electric vehicle charging ensuring recursive feasibility and
exponential stability is proposed. Scheduling based on linearized power-flow equations
and set-point tracking is investigated in [2, 3]. Common to all these approaches is
that stabilizing/tracking nmpc formulations are employed and that the power grids is
approximated in a linearized fashion (i.e. as dc-opf).
The present paper investigates receding-horizon solutions to multi-stage opf problems
with economic cost functions; i.e. we consider an economic nmpc approach to multi-
stage ac opf. While there has been considerable interest in structured mpc design for
voltage and frequency control, the works on nmpc multi-stage opf are mostly agnostic
to the recent progress on economic nmpc. Moreover, the large majority of works relies
on convex dc approximations of the underlying power grid. The present paper aims
at partially closing this gap; i.e. we try to transfer and verify the dissipativity notions
established in economic nmpc to so-called multi-stage opf problems while explicitly
considering the nonlinear ac power-flow equations as equality constraints. To this end
and extending [17], we will provide a blueprint ocp formulation of multi-stage ac opf
that enables a formal analysis. Here, we go beyond [17] by including energy storage and
by showing how to handle the power-flow equations by means of projection. We then
analyze the dissipativity properties of this ocp for constant power injections. Moreover,
we discuss recursive feasibility in case of varying disturbances. To the best of the au-
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thors’ knowledge, the present paper is the first one explicitly establishing dissipativity
properties for ocps arising from multi-stage ac opf.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 recalls the essentials of
dissipativity-based approaches to economic nmpc; Section 3 introduces the multi-stage
opf problem as a discrete-time ocp. Section 4 analyses the recursive feasibility and
dissipativity properties of this ocp; moreover the properties of the closed nmpc loop are
discussed. Section 5 draws upon two examples to illustrate the findings. The paper ends
with outlook and conclusions in Section 6.
Notation
We denote the state and control of a system, respectively, as x P Rnx and u P Rnu . We
define Ira,bs :“ ta, . . . , bu, a, b P Z, i.e. integers. The matrix Inx is the identity matrix
of Rnxˆnx , while 0nx is the zero matrix of Rnxˆnx . Subsets of Rnx are denoted by X;
the interior of X is denoted by intpXq. The pointwise image of a set X Ď Rnx under a
map h : Rnx Ñ Rny is written as hpXq “ Y, and the pre-image of Y under h—i.e. the
set tx | hpxq P Yu—is denoted by h´1pYq. The concatenation of x P Rnx and u P Rnu is
written as
“
x u
‰J
.
2 Preliminaries – Dissipativity and economic NMPC
We consider time-invariant discrete-time systems described by
xpt` 1q “ fpxptq, uptqq, xp0q “ x0 P X0, (1)
where x P Rnx is the state, u P Rnu is the input, f : Rnx ˆ Rnu Ñ Rnx denotes
the continuous state transition map, and t P Z is the discrete time variable. States
and inputs are assumed to be restricted by the compact sets X Ă Rnx and U Ă Rnu ,
respectively. Corresponding to system (1), one considers a cost functional
JN px0, up¨qq “
N´1ÿ
k“0
`pxpkq, upkqq (2)
which models the performance requirements of (1) with the continuous stage cost ` :
XˆUÑ R. In general, an nmpc scheme without terminal constraints is based on solving
the following finite-horizon discrete-time ocp at each time step t “ 0, 1, 2, . . .:
VN pxptqq “ min
up¨|tq
N´1ÿ
k“0
`pxpk|tq, upk|tqq (3a)
subject to
xpk ` 1|tq “ fpxpk|tq, upk|tqq, xp0|tq “ xptq, k P Ir0,N´1s (3b)“
xpk|tq upk|tq‰J P Xˆ U, k P Ir0,N´1s. (3c)
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Here, N P N is the prediction horizon and VN pxptqq is the optimal value function of (3).
Equations (3b)–(3c) summarize the equality constraints imposed by the dynamics and
additional constraints on states and inputs, which are typically described by inequalities.
As (3) is essentially a Nonlinear Program (nlp), we require continuity of f and `. In
case the feasible set is non-empty our assumptions imply that an optimal solution to
problem (3) exists, see [10].
The superscript p¨q‹ indicates variables related to optimal solutions of (3). Further-
more, in order to distinguish predicted variables from closed-loop variables, we use the
notation ¨pk|tq to denote k-step ahead predictions computed at time t P Z based on the
current (real) system state xptq. For example, we write u‹pk|tq to refer to the kth element
of the optimal predicted input sequence to ocp (3) computed for the initial condition
xptq, and we denote the corresponding optimal state trajectory by x‹p¨|tq. Hence, one
defines the nmpc feedback as
µN pxptqq :“ u‹p0|tq,
i.e., as the first element of the optimal input sequence, and obtains the next state of the
closed loop system as
xpt` 1q “ fpxptq, µN pxptqqq, xp0q “ x0. (4)
Throughout this paper we will not consider any plant-model mismatch, i.e., we assume
that f in (3b) and in (4) are identical.
Frequently the analysis of the closed-loop system (4) is based on the following dissi-
pativity notion originally suggested by [5].
Definition 2.1 (Strict dissipativity).
(i) System (1) is said to be dissipative with respect to the steady-state pair pxs, usq P
XˆU, if there exists a non-negative function λ : XÑ R such that for all x P X, u P
U
λpfpx, uqq ´ λpxq ď `px, uq ´ `pxs, usq. (5a)
(ii) If, additionally, there exists α` P K8 such that
λpfpx, uqq ´ λpxq ď ´α` p}px´ xsq}q ` `px, uq ´ `pxs, usq. (5b)
then (1) is said to be strictly dissipative with respect to pxs, usq.
(iii) If, for all N P N and all x0 P X0, the dissipation inequalities (5) hold along any
optimal pair of ocp (3), then ocp (3) is said to be (strictly) dissipative with
respect to pxs, usq. 
We remark that ` in (5) is the stage cost of ocp (3). Denoting s : Xˆ UÑ R
spx, uq :“ `px, uq ´ `pxs, usq
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as a supply rate and λ in (5) as a storage function, it is clear that (5) are dissipation
inequalities, see [40, 55, 56]. We remark that the original dissipativity concept proposed
by Jan Willems [56] allows for an intuitive energy-related interpretation. In the context
of the present paper, however, dissipativity is an abstract system-theoretic concept used
to analyze ocps. As such it is not directly related to the actual dissipation of energy.
Moreover, it is straightforward to show that dissipativity implies that the steady state
pair pxs, usq is a globally optimal solution to the steady-state optimization problem
min
x,u
`px, uq subject to x “ fpx, uq and “x u‰J P Xˆ U.
Finally, we remark that in the literature on economic nmpc different variants of the
inequality (5b) are considered; i.e. occasionally strictness in x and u is required [18,
Rem. 3.1]. For the purposes of the present paper, however, it suffices to consider
strictness with respect to x only.
Next, we summarize conditions under which the nmpc scheme defined by (3) yields
practical asymptotic stability of the closed-loop system (4).
Assumption 2.1 (Reachability and dissipativity).
(i) ocp (3) is strictly dissipative with respect to pxs, usq P X ˆ U in the sense of
Definition 2.1 (iii).
(ii) For all x0 P X0, there exists an infinite-horizon admissible input up¨;x0q, c P p0, 8q,
ρ P r0, 1q, such that
}pxpk;x0, up¨;x0qq, upk;x0qq ´ pxs, usq} ď cρk,
i.e. the steady state xs is exponentially reachable.
(iii) The Jacobian linearization of system (1) at pxs, usq P int pXˆ Uq is nx-step reach-
able.2 
Theorem 2.1 (Practical stability of empc without terminal constraints). Let Assump-
tion 2.1 (i–iii) hold and suppose that X is compact. Then, there exists a sufficiently large
horizon N P N, such that the closed-loop system (4) arising from the receding horizon
solution to ocp (3) has the following properties:
(i) If, for the horizon N P N, ocp (3) is feasible for t “ 0 and xp0q P X0, then it is
feasible for all t P N.
(ii) There exist ρ P R` and β P KL such that, for all xp0q P X0, the closed-loop
trajectories generated by (4) satisfy
}xptq ´ xs} ď maxtβp}xp0q ´ xs}, tq, ρu. 
2Recall that nx-step reachability of x
` “ Ax`Bu implies that starting from x “ 0 one can reach any
x P Rnx within nx time steps; and one can steer any x ­“ 0 to the origin within nx time steps, cf.
[54]. In other words, nx-step reachability implies nx-step controllability.
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The proof of this result is based on the fact that the dissipativity property of ocp
(3) implies turnpike properties of ocp (3); it can be found in [18]. Earlier versions
presented in [25, 27] do not include the recursive feasibility statement. We remark that
under additional continuity assumptions on the storage function λ and on the rotated
optimal value function one can show that the size of the neighborhood—i.e. ρ in (ii)—
converges to 0 as N goes to 8, cf. [18, Lem. 4.1 and Thm. 4.1]. Similar results can also
be established for the continuous-time case [16, 60].
Observe that in Theorem 2.1 it is required that pxs, usq P int pXˆ Uq, i.e. the optimal
steady state pair lies in the interior of the constraints. The reason for this requirement is
that the recursive feasibility construction exploits local controllability, cf. proof of Prop.
4.2 in [18]. If, however, one can ensure that with inputs up¨q P U system(1) is finite-time
reachable on Bρpxsq X X for some ρ ą 0—whereby Bρpxsq is an open ball of radius ρ
centered at xs—, then one can relax pxs, usq P int pXˆ Uq to pxs, usq P X ˆ U. This is
summarized next.
Corollary 2.1. Let Assumption 2.1 (i–ii) hold and suppose that X is compact. Moreover,
suppose that (1) is finite-time reachable on BρpxspdqqXX for some ρ ą 0 and with inputs
up¨q P U. Then the statements of Theorem 2.1 hold. 
The application of Theorem 2.1 requires to verify the dissipativity properties of the
underlying ocp, cf. Definition 2.1. Except for special cases—i.e. linear dynamics,
quadratic stage costs cf. [26, 61]—the computation of storage functions λ is as hard as
the computation of Lyapunov functions [15, 19]. The next technical result reports an
observation which is of interest in its own right and which will be helpful in verifying
dissipativity properties in the context of this paper.
Definition 2.2 (Controlled forward invariant set). A set X˜ Ă Rnx is said to be controlled
forward invariant for system (1) and input constraint U if for all x P X˜ there exists u P U
such that fpx, uq P X˜. 
Lemma 2.1 (Dissipativity on subsets of state constraints). Let system (1) be (strictly)
dissipative in the sense of Definition 2.1 (i–ii) on some compact constraint sets X and U,
where X is controlled forward invariant. Then, for any subset X˜ Ď X, which is controlled
forward invariant with respect to U˜ Ď U, system (1) is also (strictly) dissipative in the
sense of Definition 2.1 (i–ii) on X˜ and U˜. 
Proof. Recall that, for any supply rate s : Xˆ UÑ R, dissipativity can equivalently be
characterized in terms of the available storage; i.e. in terms of the boundedness of the
optimal value function λa : XÑ R of the following free-end-time ocp
λapxq “ sup
up¨q,N
N´1ÿ
k“0
´spxpkq, upkqq (6a)
subject to
xpk ` 1q “ fpxpkq, upkqq, xp0q “ x, k P Ir0,N´1s (6b)“
xpkq upkq‰J P Xˆ U, k P Ir0,N´1s. (6c)
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More precisely, system (1) is dissipative on X ˆ U if and only if λapxq ď λ¯ ă 8 for all
x P X, see [56] or [41] for details.
Suppose that system (1) is not (strictly) dissipative on X˜ and U˜. Then, since X˜ is
controlled forward invariant, there exists x˜ P X˜ and a sequence u˜p¨q P U˜ such that
λapx˜q “ 8. Since X˜ Ď X it is clear that x˜ P X. Hence λapx˜q “ 8 contradicts (strict)
dissipativity of (1) on X and U.
We remark that one can easily extend the previous result to the case of a dissipative
ocp whereby the initial conditions are restricted to a controlled forward invariant set,
while the complete state constraint X does not need to be controlled invariant.
3 Multistage AC Optimal Power Flow
The present paper aims at transferring the dissipativity-based framework for economic
nmpc summarized in Theorem 2.1 to generator dispatch problems (or multi-stage opf
problems) arising in power systems. To this end and similar to [17, Sec. 2], we
consider balanced electrical ac grids at steady state modeled by pN ,G,S, Y q, where
N “ t1, . . . , Nu is the set of buses (nodes), G Ď N is the non-empty set of generators,
S Ď N is the set of storages/batteries, and Y “ G` jB P CNˆN is the bus admittance
matrix [24]. The off-diagonal entries of Y can be written as ´ylm “ glm` jblm, whereby
glm is the conductance for the line lm, respectively, blm is the line susceptance. The
diagonal entries of Y are yll “ yl `řl ­“m ylm, where yl accounts for the ground (shunt)
admittance connected to bus l.
Implicitly, we assume symmetric three-phase ac conditions. Thus, every bus l P N is
described by its voltage phasor vle
kθl P C and net apparent power sl “ pl ` jql P C, or
equivalently by its voltage magnitude vl, voltage phase θl, net active power pl, and net
reactive power ql.
In the considered setting the steady-state behavior of the power grid is described by
the so-called power flow equations
pl “ vl
ÿ
mPN
vm pGlm cospθlmq `Blm sinpθlmqq , (7a)
ql “ vl
ÿ
mPN
vm pGlm sinpθlmq ´Blm cospθlmqq , (7b)
where the shorthand notation θlm :“ θl ´ θm is applied. Observe that in the power flow
equations (7) the phase angles θl occur as pair-wise differences, therefore one bus l0 P N
is specified as so-called reference (slack) bus θl0 “ 0 for l0 P N ; w.l.o.g. we will assume
l0 “ 1 in the remainder.
For the sake of simplicity, we consider only one generator per bus (i.e. G Ď N ),
respectively, one storage per bus (i.e. S Ď N ). We describe the net apparent power of
bus l P N by
sl “ pl ` jql “ pgl ` psl ´ pdl ` j
´
qgl ` qsl ´ qdl
¯
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where pgl , q
g
l are controllable power injections for all generator nodes l P G, psl , qsl are
controllable power injections for all storage nodes l P S, and pdl , qdl are uncontrollable
power sinks/sources for all l P N . If l R S then psl “ 0, qsl “ 0, and if l R G then pgl “ 0,
qgl “ 0.
For the sake of compact notation, we define the auxiliary variable y P Rny , the distur-
bance d P Rnd , and the (algebraic) state z P Rnz as follows
y “ “pgl qgl psl qsl ‰JlPGYS P Rny , ny “ 2|G| ` 2|S|, (8a)
d “ “pdl qdl ‰JlPN P Rnd , nd “ 2|N |, (8b)
z “ “vl θl‰JlPN P Rnz , nz “ 2|N |. (8c)
The variable y collects all active and reactive power injections that can be controlled/
manipulated; d is the vector of uncontrolled loads (injections of renewables or demands);
and z collects the phase angles and voltage magnitudes at all buses. The active power
injections of the generators are typically subject to ramp constraints, i.e. |pgl pkq´pgl pk´
1q| ď δpgl . In other words, the generators are subject to the simple linear dynamics (with
input constraints)
pgl pk ` 1q “ pgl pkq ` δpgl pkq, l P G, |δpgl pkq| ď δpgl
qgl pk ` 1q “ qgl pkq ` δqgl pkq, l P G.
Note that while the incremental active power injections, δpgl pkq, are typically constrained,
the incremental reactive power injections, δqsl pkq, are not subject to constraints.
Moreover, the storages are of limited capacity; i.e. they are subject to the discretized
dynamics
elpk ` 1q “ elpkq `∆ ¨ psl pkq, l P S,
where elpkq P r0, els is the state of charge of the storage l at time k and ∆ ą 0 refers
to the sampling period. Observe that, for the sake of simplicity, we do not consider
charging losses. Moreover, note that the reactive power injections of a battery storage,
qsl , have no effect on the state of charge. To compactly summarize these dynamics we
introduce the following state variable
x “
”“
pgl q
g
l
‰
lPG
“
el
‰
lPS
ıJ P Rnx , nx “ 2|G| ` |S|. (8d)
The inputs u driving the state variables are: the increments of active and reactive
generator powers for generator buses (δpgl , δq
g
l , l P G) and the active charging/discharging
power for storage buses and the reactive power provided by storage buses (psl , q
s
l , l P S);
i.e.
u “
”“
δpgl δq
g
l
‰
lPG
“
psl q
s
l
‰
lPS
ıJ P Rnu , nu “ 2|G| ` 2|S|. (8e)
Summing up, the dynamics of x are given by
xpk ` 1q “ Axpkq `Bupkq, (9a)
ypkq “ Cxpkq `Dupkq (9b)
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where
A “ Inx , B “
„
I2|G| 02|G|ˆ2|S|
0|S|ˆ2|G| p∆ ¨ I |S| 0|S|q

,
C “
„
I2|G| 02|G|ˆ|S|
02|S|ˆ2|G| 02|S|ˆ|S|

, D “ diag
´
02|G|, I2|S|
¯
.
(9c)
Recall that the reactive power injections provided by the storages, qsl , l P S, do not
directly influence the state of charge el. Thus in the rectangular matrix B the block`
∆ ¨ I |S|, 0|S|˘ appears.
It deserves to be noted that the input, state, and auxiliary variables are typically
subject to box constraints, i.e.
u P U, x P X z P Z,
U :“
ą
lPGYS
”
´δpgl , δpgl
ı
ˆ Rˆ
”
ps
l
, psl
ı
ˆ
”
qs
l
, qsl
ı
Furthermore, our choice of variables allows writing the power flow equations (7) in terms
of a system of nonlinear algebraic equations
F : Rny ˆ Rnz ˆ Rnd Ñ R2|N | F py, z; dq “ 0, (10)
where the semicolon notation emphasizes the dependency on the exogenous disturbance
d.
Now we are ready to formulate the multi-stage Optimal Power Flow (opf) problem
as a discrete-time ocp as follows:
min
up¨|tq
N´1ÿ
k“0
`pxpk|tq, upk|tqq (11a)
subject to
xpk ` 1|tq “ Axpk|tq `Bupk|tqq, xp0|tq “ xptq, k P Ir0,N´1s, (11b)
ypk|tq “ Cxpk|tq `Dupk|tq, k P Ir0,N´1s, (11c)
0 “ F pypk|tq, zpk|tq; dpk|tqq, k P Ir0,N´1s, (11d)
rxpk|tq upk|tq ypk|tq zpk|tqsJ P Xˆ Uˆ Rny ˆ Z, k P Ir0,N´1s. (11e)
Observe that the stage cost does not depend on z since it only penalizes economic costs
related to x and u (i.e. active power generation). Moreover, note that while the dynamics
are a linear system with feed-through, the ac power flow equations appear in (11d).
In other words, the dynamic constraints of this ocp are given by implicit difference
equations (i.e. the discrete-time counterpart to differential algebraic equations). We
remark that the implicit dynamics above are not a discretization of the power-swing
differential-algebraic equations. Indeed for the most part the mulit-stage OPF problem
is a quasi-stationary one, hence the implicit dynamics above can be regarded as a quasi-
stationary model.
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While locally one may employ the implicit function theorem to solve the implicit
equations (11d) for z,3 it is known in power engineering that in general the power-flow
equations may have non-unique solutions [42]. Hence a rigorous and direct analysis
of ocp (11) would require to deal with the tedious technicalities of set-valued implicit
dynamics.
Here, however, we propose a different approach. Observe that the algebraic state z
does not appear in the stage cost nor does it directly influence the dynamics of x. Hence
the constraints F py, z; dq “ 0 and z P Z can be expressed more conveniently via the
non-convex set
Ypdq :“ ty P Rny |F py, z; dq “ 0 z P Zu . (12)
Note that Ypdq can be understood as a subset of the projection of the so-called power-
flow manifold—i.e. the solution set to the power flow equations (7)—onto Rny . This
allows reformulating ocp (11) from above as:
VN pxptq, tq “ min
up¨|tq
N´1ÿ
k“0
`pxpk|tq, upk|tqq (13a)
subject to
xpk ` 1|tq “ Axpk|tq `Bupk|tqq, xp0|tq “ xptq, k P Ir0,N´1s, (13b)
ypk|tq “ Cxpk|tq `Dupk|tq, k P Ir0,N´1s, (13c)“
xpk|tq upk|tq ypk|tq‰J P Xˆ Uˆ Ypdpk|tqq, k P Ir0,N´1s. (13d)
Subsequently, we will refer to the ocp (13) as the multi-stage ac-opf problem. More-
over, we will analyze under which conditions (13) satisfies the assumptions of Theorem
2.1.
4 Analysis of NMPC for multi-stage AC-OPF
In analyzing the multi-stage ac-opf ocp (13) it is crucial to observe that the (in general
time-varying) disturbance dp¨|tq enters the problem in the constraint (13d). However,
note that the conditions of Theorem 2.1 as such do not allow for time-varying problem
data and/or constraints. Here, we present an analysis that exploits the fact that the
disturbance dp¨|tq only enters ocp (13) through the constraint (13d). As we will show it
is this particular structure that enables conclusions about the receding-horizon solution
to ocp (13). To this end, we consider in a first step the case that the disturbance d
changes only occasionally—i.e. dptq ” const. for almost all t P N. In a second step
we investigate the case that the disturbance dptq changes in each time-step sufficiently
3Given d0, y0 and z0 with F py0, z0; d0q “ 0 and d, y close to d0, y0 one may solve (10) for z. Note that
due to the fact that the power flow equations are formulated in terms of phase-angle difference θml
a rank-deficient Jacobian occurs, which has to be taken care of (e.g. defining the phase at the slack
bus as θl0 “ 0).
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slowly.4
We begin our analysis with recalling obvious properties of the dynamics (9).
Lemma 4.1 (Invariance and reachability). Consider system (9) for some compact state
constraint set X Ď Rnx. Then the following statements hold:
(i) For any non-empty set U with 0 P intU, any subset of the state constraint set X of
system (9) is controlled forward invariant.
(ii) If X¯ Ď X is a path-connected subset of X, then for any non-empty set U with
0 P intU and any x0, x1 P X¯, there exists a feasible control sequence upk;x0, x1q “
tup0q, . . . , upM ´ 1qu, upkq P intU of finite length M such that
xpk;x0, up¨;x0, x1qq P X¯ @k P Ir0,Ms
xpM ;x0, up¨;x0, x1q “ x1.
(iii) For U “ Rnu and any compact set X, any x1 P X is 1-step reachable from any
x0 P X. 
The proof follows without difficulties from the fact that in the multi-stage opf dy-
namics (9) we have A “ Inx and rankpBq “ nx. For the sake of completeness it is given
in the appendix.
In power systems, specifically in the context of opf problems, the considered objective
functions are typically quadratic. Hence, we consider the following assumption.
Assumption 4.1 (Quadratic stage costs). The stage cost ` : Xˆ UÑ R is given by
`px, uq “ xJQx` uJRu` qJx` rJu. (14)

Recall that in (9) the output equation reads y “ Cx ` Du “: hpx, uq. Consider the
set
h´1pYpdqq :“  rx usJ | y “ Cx`Du P Ypdq( , (15)
which is the pre-image of Ypdq from (12) with respect to the output equation (9b).
Assumption 4.2 (Unconstrained optimal steady-state solutions). For all disturbances
d P D the steady-state minimizer
pxspdq, uspdqq “ arg min
x,u
`px, uq (16a)
subject to
x “ Ax`Bu (16b)“
x u
‰J P pXˆ Uq X h´1pYpdqq. (16c)
exists and satisfies pxspdq, uspdqq P int
`pXˆ Uq X h´1pYpdqq˘. 
As such the condition that pxspdq, uspdqq P int
`pXˆ Uq X h´1pYpdqq˘ is quite restric-
tive for real-world opf problems. Hence we will later comment on relaxing it.
4We remark that in principle one could as well apply recent results on time-varying turnpike properties
of ocps here [28, 29]. However, without prior knowledge of the disturbance sequence dp¨q these
conditions are hard to check. Thus we leave this point for future work.
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4.1 Constant Disturbances
Proposition 4.1 (Dissipativity of multistage ac-opf (13)). Suppose Assumptions 4.1
and 4.2 hold and let dp¨q P D with dptq ” const.
Then system (9) is strictly dissipative with respect to pxspdq, uspdqq P int ppXˆ Uq X
h´1pYpdqqq and storage λpxq “ xJPx` pJx if and only if Q ą 0. 
Proof. Observe that pXˆ Uq X h´1pYpdqq is a controlled forward invariant subset of
XˆU, cf. Lemma 4.1. Hence, we will investigate dissipativity of (9) on XˆU and then
invoke Lemma 2.1.
Similar to [26, Lem 4.1] we consider λpxq “ xJPx` pJx and the rotated stage cost
˜`px, uq “ `px, uq ´ `pxs, usq ` λpxq ´ λpAx`Buq,
which can be rewritten as
˜`px, uq “ xJ `Q` P ´AJPA˘x` %px, uq,
where the term %px, uq collects all terms in u and all non-quadratic terms in x. For system
(9) to be strictly dissipative on pXˆ Uq it needs to hold that ˜`px, uq ě αp}x´ xs}q with
pxs, usq P int pXˆ Uq. This implies that ˜`px, usq needs to have a strict unconstrained
global minimum on X ˆ U. Since ˜`px, usq is quadratic in x, this implies that Q ` P ´
AJPA ą 0. By construction A “ Inx , hence we must have Q ą 0. Now, applying
Assumption 4.2 and Lemma 2.1 yields the assertion.
The main insight of the last result can be reformulated as follows: only if Q ą 0 in `,
will system (9) be dissipative with quadratic storage. Moreover, if Q ą 0, one can choose
a linear storage λpxq “ pJx since A “ Inx removes the matrix P from the Lyapunov
inequality Q ` P ´ AJPA ą 0. However, in opf problems the generator costs (which
are included in `px, uq are typically chosen to be strictly convex and quadratic in the
respective part of x. Moreover, since usually one wants to avoid high values for the
state of charge, it is reasonable to consider a convex penalization of the components of
x referring to the state of charge at the storage buses. Overall, Q ą 0 is not a severe
restriction for the application at hand.
Finally, we remark that Proposition 4.1 does not make any statement with respect
to dissipativity of system (9) for steady-state pairs located on the boundary of the
constraints pXˆ UqXh´1pYpdqq.5 Such an undesirable case, however, would correspond
to rather large disturbances pushing a power system to its limits. We leave a detailed
analysis of this case for future work.
Let Πx : px, uq ÞÑ x denote the projection from Rnxˆnu onto Rnx . Consider the set
Xpdq :“ Πx
`pXˆ Uq X h´1pYpdqq˘ Ă X,
which is the projection of the combined input-state constraints of ocp (13) onto Rnx .
5The difficulty in analyzing this case stems from the fact that it is tricky to characterize the boundary
of the set h´1pYpdqq due to the nonlinearity of the power-flow manifold.
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Proposition 4.2 (Properties of economic nmpc for ac-opf). Consider the nmpc scheme
based on ocp (13). Let Assumption 4.1 hold with Q ą 0, and let dptq P D with d ” const.
For any x0 and d P D, let x0 and xspdq be contained in a path-connected subset of Xpdq.
(i) If Assumption 4.2 holds with pxspdq, uspdqq P int
`pXˆ Uq X h´1pYpdqq˘, then the
nmpc scheme based on ocp (13) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.1.
(ii) If pxspdq, uspdqq P
`pXˆ Uq X h´1pYpdqq˘ (i.e. Assumption 4.2 is relaxed ac-
cordingly) and for the chosen Q, ocp (13) is strictly dissipative with respect to
pxspdq, uspdqq, then the nmpc scheme based on ocp (13) has the properties as-
serted in Theorem 2.1. 
Proof. Part (i): Recall that Assumptions 4.2 yields that for all d P D the optimal steady-
state pair pxspdq, uspdqq P int
`pXˆ Uq X h´1pYpdqq˘. In order to apply Theorem 2.1, we
need to show (i)–(iii) of Assumption 2.1: (i) Strict dissipativity follows from Q ą 0 and
Proposition 4.1. (ii) Exponential reachability follows from the requirement that x0 and
xspdq are contained in a path-connected subset of Xpdq, cf. the proof of Part (ii) of
Lemma 4.1. (iii) It is trivial to see that (9) is 1-step reachable, cf. Part (iii) of Lemma
4.1.
Part (ii): Observe that Lemma 4.1 Part (ii) implies finite-time reachability of (9). As
Part (ii) suppose dissipativity of ocp (13) Corollary 2.1 can be applied.
The last result shows that under quite mild technical assumptions the nmpc scheme
based on ocp (13) will practically track the optimal steady state xspdq. Moreover, it is
clear that the condition of x0 and xspdq being elements of a path-connected subset of
Xpdq is a kind of implicit reachability assumption, cf. the proof of Part (ii) of Lemma
4.1. However, it deserves to be noted that path connectedness is merely sufficient and
not necessary for reachability.
Remark 1 (Occassionally varying disturbances). Finally, we remark without in-depth
elaboration that Proposition 4.2 can be extended to the case of occasionally varying dptq.
This extension requires ensuring the reachability of the xspdptqq from xptq and that the
next disturbance does not occur before the closed-loop system is converged to a sufficiently
small neighborhood of xspdptqq. If such or similar conditions hold, one can expect that the
economic nmpc scheme based on ocp (13) will automatically track the optimal steady
state. 
4.2 Varying Disturbances
However, in the context of power systems it is not to be expected that disturbances vary
occasionally; rather they will vary continuously (dptq ­“ dpt` 1q). Hence we turn to this
case next, i.e. we discuss the case of time-varying disturbance sequences
dp¨q “ dp0q, dp1q, . . . , dpNq, . . . .
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Moreover, consider the set of states reachable from x given the future disturbance d. In
the extended px, uq space this set is given by
Apx, dq “ pfpx,Uq ˆ Uq X pXˆ Uq X h´1pYpdqq Ď Rnx ˆ Rnu . (17)
This set is formed by the intersection of the reachable set neglecting state constraints—
fpx,UqˆU—with the Cartesian product of state and input constraints—XˆU—and the
mixed input-state constraints imposed by the power flow equations and the disturbance
d—h´1pYpdqq. Note that we define the reachable set in the extended px, uq space as the
definitions of Ypdq in (12) and of h´1pYpdqq in (15) imply that the power flow equations
constitute a coupled input-state constraint parametrized by d.
Lemma 4.2 (Recursive feasibility of ocp (13) for disturbance sequences dp¨q). If for all
x P X and all d P D
Apx, dq “ pfpx,Uq ˆ Uq X pXˆ Uq X h´1pYpdqq ­“ H (18)
holds. Then, for any horizon N and any disturbance sequence dp¨q P D, if ocp (13) is
feasible for t “ 0 and xp0q P X, it is feasible for all t P N. 
Proof. Recall that Apx, dq is the set of px, uq reachable from state x for a given value of d.
If for any combination of x and d this set is non-empty, this allows concluding that xptq P
ΠxpApxpt´ 1q, dptqqq implies the existence of uptq P U such that
“
fpxptq, uptqq uptq‰J P
Apxptq, dpt` 1qq.
The above result establishes a connection between the variability of the disturbance
d P D—i.e. the ”size” of D—and the reachability properties of the underlying system
(9). However, we remark that—even neglecting input constraints—it is in general not
possible to show reachability for arbitrarily large sets of values d P D. This follows from
the structure of the power flow equations (7) which implies a physical upper limit for
the power that can be transmitted over a line connecting two buses. Excluding such
pathological cases, and given the reachability properties documented in Lemma 4.1, it
is evident that one has three main options to enforce that (18) holds: either one ensures
that the set D is sufficiently ”small” (i.e. the disturbances cannot vary too much); or one
supposes that the sequence dp¨q varies slowly; or one ensures that the input constraint U
is sufficiently ”large” (i.e non-restrictive), respectively, the state constraint X is relaxed
by adding more storage. Considering the last option it deserves to be noted that besides
the transmission capacity limit of the grid, the state constraints (which include active
and reactive power injections by generators) put a limit on the ”size” of the disturbance
d in terms of power demand. In other words, neglecting generator ramp constraints,
generation capacity (plus storage) needs to satisfy load demands.
Lemma 4.2 highlights a sufficient condition for recursive feasibility in the nmpc scheme
based on ocp (13). It does, however, not assert any kind of stability properties. Indeed,
as the disturbance dp¨q is allowed to vary in each time-step, stability of some kind of
setpoint cannot be expected. However, using time-varying dissipativity notions, it might
be possible to make further statements about closed-loop performance. This is subject
of ongoing and future work.
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Proposition 4.3 (Performance bound for open-loop predictions). Consider ocp (13)
with dp¨q P D. Suppose that Assumption 4.2 holds and that the conditions of Lemma 4.2
are satisfied. Furthermore, let U “ Rnu. Then, for all N P N and all x P X,
VN px, tq ď
N´1ÿ
k“0
`pxspdpk|tqq, uspdpk|tqqq,
whereby the sequence pxspdpk|tqq, uspdpk|tqqq is generated by evaluating (16) for all dpk|tq,
k P t0, . . . , N ´ 1u. 
Proof. Observe that letting U “ Rnu any x1 P X in the state constraint is reachable
from any x0 P X in one step. Moreover, Assumption 4.2 gives that the sequence
pxspdptqq, uspdptqqq, t P N is infinite-horizon feasible. Hence the optimal value function
VN px, tq is bounded by the performance generated by this sequence.
A trivial consequence of the last result is that, whenever no storages are present and
when the input constraints are sufficiently ”large”, the solution to ocp (13) corresponds
to the sequence of optimal steady-state pairs pxspdp¨qq, uspdp¨qqq generated by evaluating
(16) for all dpk|tq, k P N. Hence, one may expect/conjecture that the presence of storage
will almost always improve closed-loop performance (as the presence of storages enlarges
the feasible set). While a formal proof of such a property is beyond the scope the present
paper, the simulation results presented in Section 5 indicate that this is indeed the case.
5 Simulation Examples
In this section we illustrate the findings from above by means of simulation examples.
To this end, we consider a 5-bus system and the ieee-118 bus system shown in Figure 1
and Figure 4 respectively. For both systems, we investigate two different load scenarios:
(i) we consider a piece-wise-constant load in in order to study the behavior of the system
at steady state and (ii) we consider a random demand sequence to investigate the system
behavior in the time-varying case. For the stage cost ` we consider the standard economic
cost for active power generation (14); in both cases we add a small quadratic cost for the
state of charge for all storages to ensure positive definiteness of Q. The sampling period
is set to ∆ “ tb “ 1h in all scenarios, which also serves as base time of for the here used
p.u. normalization system.6 Furthermore, we consider a base power of Sb “ 100 MVA,
and a prediction horizon of N “ 48. We simulate the closed-loop system (4) from t0 “ 0
up to tf “ 48 where the effective demands are given for tf ` N “ 96 . We consider a
nominal setting for all simulations (perfect forecast for d and no model-plant mismatch)
6The per-unit (p.u.) system is a standardized procedure of normalizing quantities in power systems
engineering, cf. [24]. In this system, all powers are normalized to a corresponding basepower Sb
and a base voltage Vb. The base voltage varies for different buses and can be obtained from the
matpower database. Here, we additionally define a basetime tb which is commonly not considered
in the classical p.u. system for single-stage opf problems as it usually does not consider storage
units. The base time is needed for expressing the the state-of-charge of all storages in per-unit, i.e.
sp.u. “ s{pSb ¨ tbq.
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Figure 1: Modified 5-bus system with storage [36].
and for all generators a maximum ramping capability of 10% of the generator’s upper
limit per hour. The problem data for both systems are retrieved from the matpower
database[63]. Furthermore, we use CasADi 3.3.0[4] with ipopt [53] as underlying solver
and matlab R2016a on an Intel Core i7-4790 machine with 32 GB memory for all our
simulations.
We remark that the maximum computation time for one ocp is less than one second
for the 5-bus system, respectively, 20s for the 118-bus system, while the usual sampling
time for multi-stage opf is 15min to 1h. Hence, computation time does not pose a
significant issue for medium-sized grids.
5.1 5-Bus System
Figure 1 shows the considered 5-bus system, which is a slightly modified variant of
[36]. We introduce energy storage with a capacity of e¯ “ 2 p.u and maximum charg-
ing/discharging power of ps “ p¯s “ 0.1 p.u at all buses. The parameters of the stage
cost ` from (14) are: Q “ diag `diag p10, 11, 12, 13q , 10´3 ¨ I9ˆ9˘ $
h pp.u.q2 , R “ 018ˆ18,
q “ 102 ¨ `15, 30, 40, 10, 01ˆ9˘J $h pp.u.q and r “ 018ˆ1.7 All storages are initialized with
0.5 e¯, i.e. 1 p.u..
We show our numerical results for two different disturbance scenarios: In the first
one we assume an occasionally varying effective demands dptq (demands at each bus
subtracted by the respective uncontrollable renewable feed-ins) with demand variations
at bus 4. In the second case, we randomly generate realizations of an auto-correlated
white Gaussian random process with time-varying mean to investigate the effects of
time-varying disturbances.8
For the sake of intuitive interpretation of our numerical results, we define aggregated
values for active power generation/demands, the storage powers and the state of charge
7The original case data from [36] considers linear cost for active power injections only. To ensure Q ą 0
we add small quadratic cost terms here.
8The random demand sequences are derived based on the demand profile for Germany from the 23rd
of July 2018 obtaining the reactive power demands by a constant power factor of 0.8 for the 5-bus
system. Note that as we consider the effective demand here, the demands can become negative in
case the renewable regeneration exceeds the demand.
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(a) Inputs uptq, outputs yptq, states zptq and xptq for all buses with
pgptq, psptq, vptq, eptq in solid and qgptq, qsptq, θptq in dashed.
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(b) Disturbances dptq with pdptq in solid, qdptq in dashed and aggregated
active power demand P dptq in dash-dotted.
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(c) Aggregated active power demands/infeeds/losses P iptq with
i P td, g, s, lossu and total state of charge Eptq with P dptq in dash-dotted,
P gptq in solid, P sptq in dashed and P lossptq in yellow solid.
Figure 2: Closed-loop trajectories for the 5-bus system with occasionally varying effective
active power demand.
as
P gptq “
ÿ
lPG
pgl ptq, P dptq “
ÿ
lPN
pdl ptq, P sptq “
ÿ
lPS
psl ptq, Eptq “
ÿ
lPS
elptq,
where P dptq is the total active power demand, P gptq is the total active power generation,
P sptq is the total active power storage feed-in and Eptq is the aggregated state-of-charge
of all storage devices at time t. Furthermore, P lossptq “ P gptq ´ P dptq ´ P sptq are the
total grid losses.
Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the resulting input sequences uptq, output sequences uptq,
demands dptq, and closed-loop trajectories for the differential states xptq and algebraic
states zptq over 48h. Herein, Figure 2a shows active and reactive power generations
for all generators and storages as well as voltage magnitudes, voltage angles and state
of charge of the batteries for all buses of the 5-bus system. Figure 2b shows effective
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(a) Inputs uptq, outputs yptq, states zptq and xptq for all buses with
pgptq, psptq, vptq, eptq in solid and qgptq, qsptq, θptq in dashed.
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(b) Disturbances dptq with pdptq in solid, qdptq in dashed and aggregated
active power demand P dptq in dash-dotted.
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(c) Aggregated active power demands/infeeds/losses P iptq with
i P td, g, s, lossu and total state of charge Eptq with P dptq in dash-dotted,
P gptq in solid, P sptq in dashed and P lossptq in yellow solid.
Figure 3: Closed-loop trajectories for the 5-bus system with random effective active
power demand.
active and reactive power power demands for all buses and furthermore the aggregated
active power demand P dptq. Finally, Figure 2c depicts aggregated active power demands,
infeeds and losses as well as the aggregated state of charge for all storages.
In case of occasionally varying loads (Figure 2) one can observe the following: In high-
demand situations (P dptq and P sptq for t P Ir8, 15s) energy from storages is used to cover
the demand while in low-demand situations (P dptq and P sptq for t P Ir30, 40s) energy is
stored leading to improved total operating cost. The reason for this cost-improvement
is that we consider small cost coefficients for storing energy while the cost for active
power generation increases quadratically with pg. Hence, it is economically beneficial
to charge the storages in low-demand situations and use this energy in high-demand
situations. Secondly, we can observe generator ramp constraints becoming active at the
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demand steps at t “ 30 and t “ 40. This furthermore underlines the importance of
energy storage not only for load-shifting but also for providing fast ramping capabilities
(cf. psptq at t “ 30 ramping from ´0.2 p.u. to 0.2 p.u. in one time step), which
are important in practice.9 Figure 3 shows the same quantities as Figure 2 but with
randomly generated demands. The behavior of energy shifting from low-demand to
high-demand situations (P dptq and P sptq for t P Ir20, 35s) and active generator ramps can
also be observed. Finally, summing up the curves for P i in Figure 2c and Figure 3c
illustrates that energy conservation
P gptq ´ P dptq ´ P sptq ´ P lossptq “ 0,
which is implicitly considered via the ac power flow equations (7), is satisfied for all
t P Ir0, 48s.
5.2 118-Bus System
Figure 4: ieee 118-bus system with selected nodes (red) for numerical evaluation in
Figure 5 and Figure 6 [1].
Next, we consider the ieee 118-bus system depicted in Figure 4. Due to the large
number of buses in this system, we show our results for selected buses l P t21, 59, 89, 116u.
Similarly to the 5-bus system from above, we introduce storage units with a capacity of
0.5 p.u and maximum charging/discharging power of 0.1 p.u to all buses. Furthermore,
we also consider occasionally varying demands at bus 59 and 116 with results shown in
9Especially in case of a high-share of renewables, conventional power plants struggle to provide fast
generation ramps due to their limited transient performance induced by the underlying slow dynamics
of firing and steam generation.
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(a) Inputs uptq, outputs yptq, states zptq and xptq for buses l P t21, 59, 89, 116u
with pgptq, psptq, vptq, eptq in solid and qgptq, qsptq, θptq in dashed.
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(b) Disturbances dptq for buses l P t21, 59, 89, 116u with pdptq in solid, qdptq in
dashed and aggregated active power demand P dptq in dash-dotted.
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(c) Aggregated active power demands/infeeds/losses P iptq with
i P td, g, s, lossu and total state of charge Eptq with P dptq in dash-dotted,
P gptq in solid, P sptq in dashed and P lossptq in yellow solid.
Figure 5: Closed-loop trajectories for the ieee 118-bus system with occasionally varying
effective active power demand.
Figure 5 and consider randomly generated demands as above in Figure 6. The parameters
for the stage-cost (14) are obtained from the matpower database with additional small
quadratic coefficients of 10´3 $
h pp.u.q2 for q
g and e in Q in order to ensure Q ą 0. Similar to
the previous case, we choose R “ 0344ˆ344 and r “ 0344ˆ1. All effects from the previous 5-
bus case (i.e. energy shifting from low-demand to high demand, active generator ramps)
can also here be observed in both load cases (Figure 5 and Figure 6). In addition to the
5-bus case from above, we observe active upper bounds for voltages. This highlights the
importance of ac opf over dc opf as among others voltage limits can not be considered
in the dc case.
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(a) Inputs uptq, outputs yptq, states zptq and xptq for buses l P t21, 59, 89, 116u
with pgptq, psptq, vptq, eptq in solid and qgptq, qsptq, θptq in dashed.
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(b) Disturbances dptq for buses l P t21, 59, 89, 116u with pdptq in solid, qdptq in
dashed and aggregated active power demand P dptq in dash-dotted.
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(c) Aggregated active power demands/infeeds/losses P iptq with
i P td, g, s, lossu and total state of charge Eptq with P dptq in dash-dotted,
P gptq in solid, P sptq in dashed and P lossptq in yellow solid.
Figure 6: Closed-loop trajectories for the ieee 118-bus system with random effective
active power demand.
5.3 Performance Comparison with Tracking MPC
In this section we compare the close-loop performance of the above economic mpc scheme
with two different tracking mpc schemes inspired from schemes in the literature to
highlight the benefits of using economic nmpc. The first approach to which we compare
our results aims at tracking 50% state of charge of the batteries (storages) in order to
keep a maximum of flexibility for future high-demand/high-load situations similar as in
[23]. The state of charge tracking cost is
`bpx, uq “
ÿ
lPS
cl pelptq ´ e˜lq2
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case Je rk$s Js rk$s Jt rk$s Jb rk$s
5-bus (rand.) 910.5 925.5 931.8 1,225.8
5-bus (step) 973.1 976.7 978.6 1,265.1
118-bus (rand.) 3,546.8 3,606.6 3,606.8 4,748.6
118-bus (step) 6,377.5 6,387.4 6,620.0 7,350.6
Table 1: Performance comparison of nmpc and quasi steady state with ramp constraints
for a 48h simulation.
where we choose e˜l “ 0.5 e¯l and cl “ 1. Furthermore, an alternative tracking mpc
formulation for multi-stage opf is
`tpx, uq “ pxptq ´ xsptqqJQ pxptq ´ xsptqq ` puptq ´ usptqqJR puptq ´ usptqqJ .
This formulation aims at tracking the solution sequence of the single-stage problems
xspdptqq, uspdptqq obtained from (16). Here, we chooseQ “ Inx andR “ 0.1¨diagp02|G|, I2|S|q.10
Let xep¨q, uep¨q be the closed-loop trajectories obtained by using the economic cost `,
let xbp¨q, ubp¨q be the closed-loop trajectories obtained by the state of charge tracking
cost `b, let xtp¨q, utp¨q be the closed-loop trajectories for the single-stage tracking cost `t
and let dp¨q be the disturbance sequence. Then for the time span Irt0,tf s Ă N closed-loop
performances with respect to the economic cost ` are defined as
Je :“
tfÿ
t“t0
`pxeptq, ueptqq, Jb :“
tfÿ
t“t0
`pxbptq, ubptqq, and Jt :“
tfÿ
t“t0
`pxtptq, utptqq.
Note that we evaluate the economic generator cost ` along the closed-loop trajectories
generated with `, `s and `t in order to obtain a performance comparison in terms of the
underlying economic objective. The performance of the sequence of optimal single-stage
solutions is given by
Js :“
tfÿ
t“t0
`pxspdptqq, uspdptqqq,
where as before xspdptqq, uspdptqq are obtained from (16).
Table 1 compares the closed-loop performances to the quasi steady-state for the oc-
casionally varying disturbances and the randomly generated disturbances. Observe that
for all cases the performance of the sequence of optimal single-stage solutions is indeed
worse than the closed-loop performance with storages and ramp constraints. This is due
to the absence of storages. Not surprisingly, tracking the sequence of optimal single-stage
solutions leads to decreased performance compared to economic mpc. Furthermore, pure
state-of-charge tracking results in substantial loss in the economic performance.
10Single-stage sequence here means solving individual opf problem for each time step t and given dptq
neglecting storages and generator-ramp constraints. Note that the sequence xsp¨q, is as such varying
with time since pg and qg change over k.
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6 Conclusions and Outlook
This paper has presented an economic nmpc approach to receding-horizon multi-stage
ac opf. It appears to be the first attempt towards an economic nmpc-inspired analysis
considering the full ac power flow equations as constraints of the optimization.
Specifically, we analyzed the discrete-time ocps arising in the considered multi-stage
ac-opf setting using a dissipativity notion stemming from economic nmpc. Moreover,
we have discussed the recursive feasibility properties of these ocps, which is of impor-
tance for receding-horizon (or nmpc) solutions. The key step in our approach is the
reformulation of the power-flow equations in terms of set-based (projected) constraints
this way avoiding the tedious technicalities of non-uniqueness of solutions to the power
flow equations. For the case of constant disturbances/loads we have shown that dissipa-
tivity of the ac-opf ocp is directly implied by strict convexity of the usually quadratic
stage cost with respect to the state variables. Moreover, we have analyzed the recursive
feasibility properties of the proposed nmpc schemes. Finally, we have illustrated our
findings drawing upon systems with 5 and 118 buses. The simulations underpin that
using energy storage helps decreasing economic operating costs of power systems.
However, the present paper is merely a first step aiming at the transfer of the recent
progress on economic nmpc to power systems. Indeed the verification of time-varying
dissipativity notions for the ac-opf ocp is still an open problem. Finally, in any real-
world application the forecasts of the disturbances/loads will inevitably be surrounded
by substantial stochastic uncertainties. Hence, further research on stochastic economic
nmpc for multistage opf is needed.
7 Appendix
Proof of Lemma 4.1. The proof exploits that in multi-stage opf problems A “ Inx and
rankpBq “ nx. Part (i): Observe that each element of the state constraint set X is
a steady state of (9) since A “ Inx . Part (ii): W.l.o.g. we restrict U to some open
neighborhood Bρp0q, ρ ą 0 of 0. By assumption the points x0 and x1 are connected by
a continuous curve γ : s P r0, 1s Ñ X such that γp0q “ x0 and γp1q “ x1. Now, consider
two points γps ` εq and γpsq with ε ą 0. An input ups, εq transferring x from γps ` εq
to γpsq has to satisfy
γps` εq “ Aγpsq `Bups, εq.
This equation can be solved for ups, εq using the Moore-Penrose inverse of B as follows
ups, εq “ BJ `BBJ˘´1 pγps` εq ´ γpsqq
since nu ě nx and rankB “ nx. Due to continuity of γ, one may choose ε ą 0 such that
1
ε “ M P N and, for all s P r0, 1´ εs, it holds that ups, εq P Bρp0q Ă U. Moreover, since
γ P X, the sequence ups, kεq, k P Ir0,M´1s transfers x0 to x1 in M steps without leaving
X¯. Part (iii) is an obvious implication of Part (ii).
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